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Introduction

Devils hole (DH) is widely known as home of the Devils Hole pupfish

(Cyprinodon diabolis). As such, DH is probably the smallest natural

range of any vertebrate species, and befitting its uniqueness, the

pupfish has been studied by a series of icthyologists, culminating in

the continuing work of James Deacon (Univ. of Nevada, LV). Not so widely

appreciated are the unique opportunities it provides for the geologist.

For example, the original sampling dives made as part of Ike Winograd's

paleohydrology project recovered materials that preserved a 300,000 year

continuous record of-Quaternary C and 0 isotope variations, and hence

climatic change, unparalleled in the region. Probably only a quarter of

the datable range was sampled during these dives. Deposits on the walls

of DH also record water level changes back through the Quaternary and

demonstrate that biological activities can cause the apparent dissolution

of calcite into a supersaturated solution. Finally, the shape of DH and

associated passages form a nice natural experiment in cavern evolution

and its response to surface conditions. For these and associated reasons,

DH has developed into a real focus of research.

Physical Features

Devils Hole is a fault associated fissure along the base of a

Paleozoic carbonate (Pz) hill on the edge of the Amargosa Desert in

southern Nevada. Its surface aspect is of a more or less rectangular

vertical-walled sink (about 30 m long by 10 m wide by 15 m deep) with

its long axis oriented roughly SW-NE. It is the largest of three fault

associated holes in the area. DH doesn't end 15 m below the ground
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surface; it intersects the water table and everything deeper is

submerged. Under water, DH is much more extensive and impressive than

above; its explored reaches (Fig. 1) extend at least 100 m horizontally

and vertically but its average width is probably less than 2 m. It

is a planar feature that dips about 700 towards the SE. On entering the

pool, one is faced with a chamber that deepens towards the NE in a series

of shelves. The first (recorder) shelf is less than a half a meter deep,

the second (20-foot shelf) is about 7 m deep, the third (40-foot shelf)

is about 12 m deep and the fourth (Anvil shelf) is about 22 m deep. Each

shelf has a subhorizontal cave back towards the SW at its base and

successively deeper shelves are covered with successively larger

particles. The recorder shelf is mantled with silt to fine gravel sized

particles; the Anvil shelf is surfaced with rocks a quarter of a meter

in diameter and larger. All shelves seem to be composed of jammed but

otherwise unattached debris, probably from the collapse of the pre-

sumed original ceiling - the volume of material appears to be about com-

parable. If there were no debris, it should be possible to go straight

down dip from the waters edge to 100+ m.

Anvil Rock (Fig. 1) is the end of the daylight world; beyond it

and down lie the deeper reaches of the system. We've visited these parts

only rarely due to time/depth limitations. Beyond Anvil Rock and up is a

passage to Browns Room. Browns Room is an analog to the primal DH before

1,-S ceiling collapse and as such provides a fascinating picture of an earlier

stage in the evolution of DH, as well as being an ideal control in

determining which of DH's characteristics are in response to the light,

low humidity and biological interactions introduced after its ceiling

collapsed. Browns Room is in the same plane as DH and is about 35 m long
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by 10 m high from the pool surface to the ceiling, by 8 m wide at the

SW end and 2 m wide at the NE end. Its walls are fault planes. Most of

the floor is covered with breakdown from the ceiling which is in a state

of slow progressive collapse. Near the NE end there is a chimney that

goes to an elevation of about 17 m above water level and must nearly

reach ground surface, though no trace of it can be found from above. The

air in Browns Room is 320 C., 100% humidity, stale but breathable and

apparently exchanges with the outside through a series of fractures. The

fractures are big enough for a mouse to pass through as demonstrated by a

dead one found floating in the pool.

Origin

The origin of the fissure is unresolved but the main explanations

are tectonism or tectonsim in concert with dissolution. DH is obviously

a fault related feature as demonstrated by its planar configuration at

the base of a Pz hill, the presence of a fracture zone passing out of its

SW end and the discontinuity of the beds crossing it. Factors

implicating tectonism alone include the present day calcite

supersaturation of the water, a condition that's probably been constant

for at least a million years, though it's not known what happened before

then. The apparent absence of solution opening of cross faults also

implicates tectonism as does the fact that the countryside is undergoing

extension in a direction normal to the trend of DH. Conversely, if

tectonism were operating alone, there should be analogous features at the

bases of some of the other Pz hills so abundant in the area, but no-

equivalent feature has been found.
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The Water

Devils Hole is a window into the regional carbonate aquifer just

before it outcrops as the springs and seeps of the Ash Meadows spring

line. The water is derived primarily from recharge infiltrating the

upper elevations of a series of mountain ranges to the N and E (parti-

cularly the Spring, Sheep, Pahranagat and Belted ranges) (Winograd and

Thordarson, USGS Prof. Pap. 712-C, 1975). On the average it takes

several thousand years for the water to traverse the flow system. DH

waters have historically had very constant physical and chemical proper-

ties: temperature = 33.5 CI, conductance = 685 pmhos,, pH = 7.4, alka-

linity = 5 mmoles/L. The Na/Ca bicarbonate waters are moderately dilute

(401mg/1 calculated TDS), but supersaturated with respect to calcite,

dolomite and probably barite; and they're approximately

saturated with respect to chalcedony (N. Plummer, written comm.).

Although DH is a natural stillwell, it doesn't stagnate or load up

with introduced impurities because it circulates, probably as a thermal

convection cell where the cooled surface waters sink and are replaced by

upwelling fresh warm waters. On calm days, evidence of upwelling can be

seen just beyond the recorder where a divergence along the SE wall keeps

a 1 x 2 m area of the water surface swept clear of the layer of dust and

debris that uniformly covers the rest of the pool. The far NE end of the

pool has a smaller upwelling.

The present water level is about 15 m below the lip of the Hole,

but this has not always been the case. That water table once stood

above the lip of the Hole is demonstrated by calcite cemented gravels

under the parking stops near the lip of the Hole and other nearby recent

spring deposits at even higher elevations. The decline of water table
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to the present level has taken place during the last few hundred thousand

years (IWinograd, pers. commun). There is no indication that the water

table has ever been more than a meter below the present level.

Carbonate Precipitation

As noted above, the waters in DH are supersaturated with calcite

(saturation index = 0.17±) apparently in response to pressure release as

waters saturated at depth rise to the surface. This supersaturation has

had a profound effect on DH; calcite has been precipitating onto all

available underwater surfaces for the last million years or so. On the

hanging (SE) wall in particular, this has resulted in the deposition of a

very uniform layer of dense, white, translucent travertine (vein cal-

cite) a half a meter thick. Because of DH's continued tectonic activity,

many of its surfaces are younger than the Hole itself and have corres-

pondingly thinner travertine coats. On the foot (NW) wall there are

gravel slides where the basal gravels are solidly cemented together by a

several mm coat of travertine; they are overlain by younger gravels with

a mm or less travertine coat; these in turn are overlain by even younger

uncoated gravels. Travertine on the footwall and floor of DE tend to be

banded rather than white due to the incorporation of dust particles and

debris that have settled on these surfaces over time. In terms of

areal extent and amount of material laid down, the travertine deposi-

tion on subaquatic surfaces is far and away the most important precipi-

tation process in DR. Subaqeous travertines, and the intertidal deposits

next to be described are particularly useful for paleoclimatic/paleo-

hydrologic studies because they constitute a continuous record of water

and carbonate stable isotopes whose time of precipitation can be measured

by uranium-series methods.
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Bathtub rings are a calcite morph precipitated at water line. In

DH, the modern bathtub ring is a 10-15 cm high amorphous deposit centered

at the mean water level. The ring is best developed in the back (NE end)

of Hole, forming ledges that extend as much as 10 cm from the wall.

The ring is progressively less well developed towards the SW end of the

pool, and absent SW of the recorder. Bathtub rings seem to form in

response to the twice daily earth tidal submergence and emergence of a

5-15 cm high band of the wall. The cycle probably speeds precipitation

on the emerged band of wall via enhanced outgassing of CO2 and evapora-

tive concentration. Stranding of floating calcite also contributes and

will be discussed farther on. The amorphous, open work nature of the

rings is probably a consequence of rapid growth rates and biological

interactions, particularity those of the algae growing abundantly on and

eventually entombed in the deposits. The decline in prominence of the

rings from NE to SW corresponds to a cline of increasing light and

bioerosion that will be described further on. Old bathtub rings pre-

served under the overhang (Fig. 1) demonstrate that similar processes

acted during previous higher stands of water level extending right up to

the overhang itself. Most evidence for higher stands of water level

in the rest of the Hole has been obliterated by subaerial erosion.

In Browns Room, intertidal precipitation has a very different

morphology. There has been no formation of discrete bathtub rings, no

apparent biological interactions, and because the chamber is essentially

sealed, virtually no subaerial erosion; all the carbonate precipitated

is still in place except that deposited on breakdown blocks which have
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subsequently fallen. Outgassing of CO2 is probably the dominant process

in the formation of intertidal deposits in Browns Room; their morphology

is dictated by the orientation of the surface, other factors having

little apparent effect. On floors and upward facing slopes, intertidal

deposits are not readily distinguishable from the underlying subaqueous

travertine other than being a little chalkier and less translucent. As

the slope increases to near vertical, intertidal calcites break out into

a pattern of low subhorizontal ripples with a wavelength in the 1-2 cm

range. As the surface goes from vertical to overhung, the amplitude of

the ripples increases to the point where, on overhangs they form fields

of fins resembling dense colonies of elongate white bracket fungi whose

amplitude in some cases reaches 10 cm. Ceiling deposits are well devel-

oped in areas that haven't collapsed. There is a reasonably uniform

development of fins over large vertical ranges in contrast to the series

of discrete bathtub rings in DH. Why DH appears to have had a series of

water level stands with rapid intervening changes, while Browns Room

appears to record slower, more continuous shifts of water level is a

continuing mystery.

Carbonate also precipitates out as films and thin plates floating

on the water surface, apparently in response to pH rise resulting from

CO2 outgassing to the atmosphere. There is sufficient atmospheric

disturbance at the surface of DH that the precipitates rarely develop

much beyond the appearance of a skim of floating dust, although the

presence of sunken rafts (up to 0.5 cm2 and much less than a mm thick)

on the bottom at the NE-end of DH shows that small sheets do form under

certain conditions. Probably tidal fluctuations strand part of the

floating calcite on the bathtub ring where it's incorporated. Browns
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Room isn't subject to atmospheric disturbance and large carbonate sheets

(up to 100 cm2 by about 0.5 mm thick) form on the water surface and

eventually sink and accumulate on the bottom. It seems unlikely that

the Browns Room rafts are incorporated into the intertidal fins because

the rafts' very fine grained spongy texture is very different from the

fins' rough porous crystalline surface texture and no indication of raft

surface texture is found on the fins.

The final carbonate morph precipitated is what cavers call popcorn.

In this system it seems to form above water level - often in the band

where capillary fringe effects would be expeeted. In form, popcorn is a

half ball of carbonate rods radiating from a central core that's cemented

to the wall. The whole diameter is 1-2 cm with the component rods a mm

or less in diameter. Popcorn is best developed in Millers Chamber where

it densely covers the majority of the foot (NW) wall. In Browns Room the

freshest popcorn is concentrated in a band about a meter above waterline,

but since water level has traversed the whole vertical extent of the

room, popcorn is rather widespread above water, though not necessarily

well developed all surfaces. Popcorn also occurs below the waterline

where it's covered by a thin layer of intertidal or subaqueous calcite.

These occurrences, along with subtidal ripple marks and fins indicate

that the water level was once a maximum of a meter lower than the

present. Popcorn is absent around the pool in DH - presumably the low

humidity favors the formation of fairly ordinary looking evaporite crusts

instead. Paleopopcorn is extensively developed in the multitude of

cracks and fissures along the faultline at the SW end of the Hole. When

the water level was higher and the cavities were not directly open to the

atmosphere, they were coated first by subaqueous travertine then, as
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water level fell, by intertidal deposits and finally popcorn.

Note that with the exception of one small soda straw in Browns

Room, there are no typical speleothems in the DH system: presumably the

climate is too dry for them to form.

Biological Considerations

Devils Hole is best known as the habitat of the Devils Hole pupfish

(Cyprinodon diabolis), a distinct species of a genus widespread in the

Southwest. DH pupfish are small (less than 2 cm long) and retain a

number of juvenile characters even as adults. The fish are at the top

of an algal based food chain, so their food supply varies with incident

light, which is quite a limitation because the pool surface is so far

below ground surface that it catches direct sunlight for only a short

period each day, and less in winter than summer (James Deacon, oral

commun.). For this reason, the pupfish population cycles annually from a

low of about 200 individuals in the winter, to a high of 400-500 in the

summer. It was basically falling primary productivity, caused by lowered

water levels in response to pumping of the aquifer, that precipitated a

Supreme Court water rights battle on behalf of the pupfish, between the

US National Park Service and a local ranch. The Park Service won and

pumpage had to be reduced to maintain water levels in DH sufficient to

cover a large percentage of the recorder shelf where most of the primary

productivity takes place.

A continuing question is how long the pupfish have been isolated

and hence what their rate of evolution away from the parent stock has

been. Determination of DH's water level history should yield a maximum

time of isolation.
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Other biological aspects of DH have received less attention, but

are interesting in their own right. For instance, in the underwater

parts of the Hole that catch daylight, the travertine is subject to

boring, apparently by algae and/or cyanobacteria (a.k.a. bluegreen

algae). There are two distinct diameters of passages hollowed out, both

small and both shallow, but over the long term their cumulative effect

has been the apparent dissolution of wall carbonate into a supersaturated

solution. The intensity of boring is strongly correlated to light

intensity and in the most brightly lighted parts of the shallows,

bioerosion has-eaten completely through parts of the travertine coat,

exposing the underlying PZ which is probably also bored but at a much

slower rate because its opacity should inhibit photosynthesis. On the

footwall down to about 6 m water depth, horizontal steps (up to a cm

wide) with raised lips are bioeroded into the face; why this particular

configuration develops is unknown.

Another biophenomenon is the underwater development of rock varnish.

This black, bacterially fixed Mn and Fe stain is most commonly associated

with cliff faces in arid areas where it's called desert varnish. Since

there is vanishingly little Ma or Fe in the DH ground water system, the

patterns of varnish formation probably reflect the distribution of local

recharge and wind-blown dust inputs into DH. For instance, the cavity

going SW back under the recorder shelf is well coated, presumably because

water flowing down the drainage captured by DR will-run onto the recorder

shelf and percolate downwards by virtue of its higher density. Fe and

Ma washed in will tend to be fixed near where they first enter. In-the

rest of the main chamber, varnish forms primarily on upward facing

surfaces - apparently because that's where wind blown particles settle.
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Beyond Anvil Rock there is little development of varnish except in the

deeper levels below the recorder where the inflow plume cascades past.

There is no varnish in brightly lighted areas because bioerosion under-

mines it. If one moves from brightly lighted areas of the chamber to

perpetually dark ones, there is a coincident decrease in the intensity of

bioerosion and an increase in the amount of varnish left intact. In

moderately intensely lighted areas, only specks of varnish remain,

capping travertine spikes that point towards the incident light. In

shaded areas, large patches of varnish remain, having lost only small

portions of thei-r-total' area.

Finally there are snail shells of a different species from the ones

that now inhabit the pool, cemented onto the walls of the Hole 6 m above

present water level. With them and other petrified bioartifacts we

should be able to develop an idea of past biotic communities and get

another handle on the isolation time of the DH pupfish.

So there you have it, Devils Hole: simple enough to be tractable,

complex enough to be interesting.
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Fig. 1 Section view of Devils Hole
and adjacent areas. Though
areally extensive, the under-
water parts of the fissure
average about 2 m wide.
Fissure dips about 700 to SE.
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